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Season 5, Episode 20
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Separate Ways (Worlds Apart)



Charlie's band lands a deal for a tour and Charlie asks Joey to go with him, but she doesn't want to leave college in the middle of the semester. Charlie then decides to quit the band and stay with her, which freaks Joey, who thinks they're jumping too many steps. She breaks up with him so he can go with his band on tour. Meanwhile, Oliver and Dawson finally get to NY to meet with an agent, but Oliver ruins the meeting. Dawson threats to end their partnership and begs for another chance. Civilization is sold and Alex Pearls takes over as the new manager. She promotes Pacey as head chef and fires Audrey. Pacey tries to get Audrey her job back, but all he gets is an inadvertent kiss from Alex.
Quest roles:
Chad Michael Murray(Charlie Todd), Jordan Bridges(Oliver Chirchick), Jack Plotnick(Andrew Waller), Sherilyn Fenn(Alex Pearl)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
24 April 2002, 00:00
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